No. 97809N
Parrot Wings Shawl

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. The pattern rows are correct, but the stitch counts at the end of the rows have been corrected after Row 16. Please note the correction in red.

**Row 16:** Purl.

Repeat Rows 1-16 thirteen times more. (467 sts)

**Border:**

The correct stitch counts at ends of rows (not counting 3 Garter sts on each side):

**Row 1:** 471 sts.

**Row 3:** 475 sts.

**Row 5:** 479 sts.

**Row 7:** 483 sts.

**Row 9:** 487 sts.

**Row 11:** 491 sts.

**Row 13:** 495 sts.

**Row 15:** 499 sts.

We apologize for any inconvenience. Patterns have been corrected from May 9, 2019.